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ABSTRACT 
The article considers a portion of the instruments and rules that are contended to be profitable in 
proposing the specialized terms. The precedents are primarily drawn from the field of diplomacy. The 
consideration is paid to the standards of foundational association of specialized terms inside a field 
and its appearance after applying the set of rules. The auxiliary and semantic quirks of one and multi-
part specialized terms are examined and additionally the inclinations in the quantity of parts. The 
standards and sorts of the arrangement of phrased resistances and their appearance in the fundamental 
types of specialized terms are talked about. I moreover center around the standards of decision of term 
components, particularly gainful and foundational that develops the corpus for instituting new terms 
for a specific term in general. The terms for the domain of diplomacy are proposed for the Urdu 
language and the due acceptance demonstrates the fact that terms have got the acceptance based upon 
the different sets of combinations from the existing resources of the Urdu language or from the root 
languages of Urdu (Turkish, Arabic and Persian). This study would help the terminologist to propose 
the Urdu terms which can also be applied for the other fields of ICT(Information and Communication 
Technologies). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Broad work has been done on various exercises of regular dialect handling for Western dialects when 
contrasted with its Eastern partners especially South Asian Languages. Western dialects are named as 
asset rich dialects. Center etymological assets e.g. corpora, WordNet, lexicons, gazetteers and related 
instruments being produced for Western dialects are usually accessible. Most South Asian Languages 
are low asset dialects e.g. Urdu is a South Asian Language, which is among the broadly talked dialects 
of sub-mainland.  

Because of assets shortage insufficient work has been led for Urdu. The objective of this paper is to 
display a study with respect to various term formation mechanisms that are in practice for the Urdu 
language, to feature diverse errands in Urdu dialect preparing and to talk about various best in class 
accessible procedures. Indisputably, this paper endeavors to depict in detail the ongoing increment in 
intrigue and advancement made in Urdu dialect handling research. At first, the data set of the root 
languages and the existing datasets for Urdu language are examined.  

The official language and the right to education are directly linked to each other. The  Article 25A of 
the Constitution supports the argument that “State shall provide free and compulsory education to all 
children of the age of five to sixteen years in such manner as may be determined by Const.P.56 of 
2003 7 law.” Child’s native language should be the medium of instruction. for this different  empirical 
studies(UNESCO) around the world are advocating the fact that child’s mother language should be the 
medium of instruction. But this issue has not yet sought the desired attention of policy makers. In this 
vein, the efforts were made by the National Language Authority, (presently renamed as National 
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Language Promotion Department vide Notification dated 17.08.2012), for implementation of Article 
251.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 
Terminology has two layers of meanings: 
The discipline which studies the principles and procedures adopted to study concepts and their desired 
meanings in a particular subject field: it also involves the task of managing, processing and collecting 
relevant terminological data (Sager,1990). 

National Language of Pakistan is Urdu. It is among the most talked dialects in India. Roughly, there 
are 11 million speakers of Urdu are in Pakistan and 300 million or more in the entire world (Riaz 
2008). Pakistan, India, USA, UK, Canada and USA have Urdu speakers in bounty. The Urdu dialect 
family tree can be depicted as: Indo-European→→Indo– Iranian→→Indo-Aryan→→Urdu 
(Humayoun et al. 2007). Urdu has its foundations in Persian, Arabic and likenesses with most South 
Asian dialects.  

Durrani (1993) elucidates that Urdu is among those languages which are the first one amongst all the 
languages to coin new terms to make Urdu adaptable for the common speakers. When English 
invaders came in subcontinent they were not familiar to the local languages and moreover locals were 
not comfortable with English as well and not ready to accept English so the process of coining new 
terms started in Urdu to make it comprehensible for the locals. 

National Language, Promotion and Development 
It was established in 1979 as in the law of 1971 it there was a clause that Urdu is the national language 
of Pakistan so in order to provide terms as well as to collect the terminology efforts made at personal 
as well as institute level were compiled by NLPD (National Language, Promotion and Development).  
Initially, its head office was at Karachi but in 1983 it was shifted to Islamabad.  

Initially NLPD had three main objectives: 
• Terminography of different fields of arts and sciences and its publication 
• Formulation and restructuring of terminology rules 
• Coordination among the institutes and compilation of concentrated efforts 
NLPD compiled the works done in the area of terminology particularly and highlighted those domains 
as well where no work has been done yet so far like Photography, Architecture and Computer Science.  
• So far four process have been figured out after following which Muqtadira Qaumi Zuban decides to 

finalize the terminology 
•  Term coining 
• Review 
• Final review 
• Criterion/ Authentication 

Information and technology sector is leading the developments and these are not just confined to the 
discipline of computers rather also to humanities and many other disciplines of social sciences. These 
all are led by the computers. This sudden triggering of information and technology has also paved the 
way for the linguists to make their languages adaptable to meet the communicative needs. This global 
revolution also paved the way for the Urdu language to be studied and used for electronic 
communication and to be adjustable for much software. As Urdu is the language of state so it is of 
equal importance to make it suitable for the acceptability of global communication. (Hussain, 1997), 
(Lodhi., 2004) and  (Rizvi, 2007) are the  three Ph.D. whose research is aimed at the Urdu language.  

There are two schools of thought with respect to "terminology". The specialists from one group concur 
that terminology constitutes a different logical teach that depends much on the subject field, from 
which it has grasped the main ideas Rita (2000). For the agent of other gathering, terminology is a 
work on managing social needs that are identified with political and additionally business closes Rita 
(2000]. 
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Multiple terms becomes the part of the language as borrowings from the root languages.  A large 
number of words keep on entering the language and consequently are used to meet the communicative 
needs of the target population. The need is to categorize and to work upon the term formation 
principles of the Urdu language and to use those principles for the real ground needs.  The work 
describes the selection of the Urdu terms from the domain of diplomacy and also proposes the suitable 
equivalents for the selected terms. The different tendencies of erm formation in the field of ICT are 
discussed already by  (Sibtain & Suleman,2018) . The acceptance of the proposed equivalents is also 
described to support this stance that Urdu users have a tendency to accept the terms or not.  The study 
would also pave the way for the terminologists to coin and propose the new terms in different fields.   
The working plan of the terminology operates in a way that  a term may simultaneously belong to 
different fields like mouse which is a computer term as well as an animal. This argument is further 
elaborated here “...may be regarded as intersecting sets, because some terms belong simultaneously to 
several terminological systems...” (Arnold, 1986:231). 

Inside the extent of this examination I centered around a portion of the gainful standards and systems 
of authoring specialized terms. My methodology is to propose the terms for the field of diplomacy 
from the available set of words with different combination of compounding, composition or borrowing 
to address the communicative needs. I have also drawn a large portion of the already existing set of 
practices used in the Urdu language.  

The process of term formation involves the linguists, terminologists and the experts of the relevant 
domain to propose the e terms.  And then the term is passed on to a user for the due acceptance and 
recognition.  These are the different stages after passing through all these the term is formed. The users 
can be both “...the source and the target of the research process and of its results. The participation of 
users in the production of terminology is considered essential, not only in order to ensure the scientific 
and technical reliability of the work, but also to facilitate the implementation of these very 
terminologies...” (Cabre, 1999) 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Q#1: What are the terminological norms of the Urdu language for the domain of Diplomacy? 
Q#2: what is the possible acceptance of the proposed terms in the Urdu language among the potential 
stakeholders? 

METHODOLOGY 
The terms of diplomacy are selected randomly via email from the students for the selection of the 
terms and the terms which were having no Urdu equivalent were selected to propose the equivalents. 
In order to propose the equivalents help was sort from the different strata of society comprising of 
diplomats, teachers and students of the relevant field. The terms were disseminated among the students 
of the field with definitions and they were requested to propose the equivalents against those terms. At 
the same time, the data was extracted from the root languages too.    

After a consultation with the experts of the domain the most suitable terms were selected as an 
equivalent and were further disseminated amongst the potential stakeholders to check the acceptance.  
The proposed equivalents are composed of one, two or three components. Three components based 
terms are also significant as well as one component term are also discussed. The teachers, diplomats 
and students have filled the 15 items based questionnaire constructed on the likert scale from the not 
comprehensible level to fully comprehensible level. The respondents were 350 in total but after 
scrutiny 292 were selected for the data analysis. 

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 
The proposed terms in the Urdu language for the selected terms of diplomacy are presented below. 
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Proposed Equivalents in Urdu 

Acceptance score of the Diplomacy Terms 
Here a list is compiled against the proposed set of terms. The acceptance score helps to determine the 
due coinage of the proposed terms. 

Gunboat Diplomacy سفا ر تٖ مسلح

Attaché’ وا بستہ

Rapprochement بحا لی روا بط

Charge d'Affaires کاردار

Entente حسنِ روابط

Persona Non Grata نا مطلو ب افراد

Chancery سیا سی نما ءند گی

Détente مصا لحتی

Blockade حصا ر

Belligerency تجا وز

Demarche' سیا سی اقدام

Diplomatic bag سفارتی پیک

Central force مر کز ی قو ت

Brinkmanship قبو لیت خطر ُہ

Pax Britannica بر طا نو ی امن

سفا ر ٖت مسلح   577

بحا لی روا بط 761

حسِن روابط 660

نا مطلو ب افراد 527

سیا سی نما ءند گی 620

مصا لحتی 725

حصا ر 680

تجا وز 582
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The acceptance scores of the proposed terms depicts the fact that all terms are not coming with the 
same kind of acceptance score rather it is coming with variations. The terms which are extracted from 
the existing source of the language gain coin and have more acceptance among the potential stake 
holders while those which are extracted from the root languages are comparatively having lesser 
acceptance score. 

The acceptance score is calculated as per the responses and depicts the fact that only one term is 
having an acceptance score of above 800 which is 863 for Diplomatic Bag (سفارتی پیک). Out of the 
selected 13 terms, four have shown an acceptance above 700 amongst all the stakeholders بحا لی روا 
the terms are also comprised of one segement and .      بط, بر طا نو ی امن, سیا سی اقدام, مصا لحتی    
.multi segments. The results support the stance that the acceptance is found higher among the doubles 
while in single segmented proposed terms it is a bit low. ِسیا سی نما ند گی, حصا ر,  کاردار, حسن 
       روابط, وا بستہ

 are among those terms whihc sought an acceptance score of above 600 means the terms are bit
 familiar and the Urdu users are already acquainted with these terms  so they  have depicted a  good
 understanding and  showed comprehension to some extent. Here a mean value of each proposed term
 .is discussed one by one to present a more clear view.

Mean Score of Gunboat Diplomacy 

The term ســـفـا ر تٖ مـســـلـح  is formed after applying the rule semantic Modification and Borrowing to 
propose the term. This technique involves the use of existing resources to convey a term in multiple 
fields.  The total number of respondents are 292 and the mean value of 1.98 exhibits the fact that term 
with an acceptance score of 577 is not having a higher percentage of frequency as compared to other 
although it is popular among the stakeholders.  

Mean Score of the Term Rapprochement 

The technique employed to propose the term بـــحـا لی روا بـــط is semantic modification and the higher 
mean value of 2.61 depicts the fact that the proposed equivalent is coming with a higher acceptance 
among the potential stakeholders with an acceptance of 761. 

Mean Score of the Term Entente 

سیا سی اقدام 774

سفارتی پیک 863

قبو لیت خطر ُه 593

بر طا نو ی امن 792

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

      Gunboat 
Diplomacy

292 0 4         1.98

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

   Rapprochement 292 0 4         2.61
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As discussed earlier there is an acceptance score of 660 for the proposed term with a mean value of 
2.26 after applying the rule of semantic modification for the term    حــسنِ روابــط  is proposed from the 
available data sets of the Urdu. 

Mean Score of the Term Persona Non Grata 

                     
The equivalent  نـــا مـــطـلـو ب افـــراد   for the term Persona Non Grata  is proposed from the Persian 
language as Urdu has its roots in the said language. The proposed equivalent is selected for this reason 
that it will be easy to use for the Urdu community as it has more familiar combinations of sets. The 
term sought an acceptance score 527 with a mean value of 2.26 as compared to other terms the 
acceptance score id bit lower. 

Mean Score of the Term Chancery 

The term selected for Chancery is سیـا سی نـــمـا ءنـــد گی a compound and proposed on the basis of 
familiarity as it is comparatively easy to use so the users can adopt it to meet the communicative 
needs.  The term sought a mean value of 1.80 with an acceptance score of 620. 

Mean Score of the Term Détente 

The mean score of the proposed term   مـــصا لحتی is 2.12 with an acceptance score of 725. The term is 
derived from the existing resources of the Urdu language. The term formed here is just a single lexical 
unit. 

Mean Score of the Term Blockade 

The acceptance score of the term is 680 and here the rule of existing resources is applied to propose 
the term    حـــصـا ر  for the domain of diplomacy. The mean value is 2.48 with an acceptance score of 
680. The proposed term is also used in the other domains and approximately with the same sense. 

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

    Entente 292 0 4         2.26

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

  Persona Non 
Grata

292 0 4         2.26

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

      Chancery 292 0 4        1.80

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

       Détente 292 0 4         2.12

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

        Blockade 292 0 4         2.48
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Mean Score of the Term Belligerency 

The proposed term تـــجا وز  is applied upon the semantic modification rule with an acceptance score of 
582 and with a mean value of 2.33. 

Mean Score of the Term Demarche' 

Semantic modification is also applied here in order to propose the term سیـا سی اقـــدام  and the mean 
value is near 2 with an acceptance score of 774. The compounding rule is applied to propose the term. 

Mean Score of the Term Diplomatic Bag 

The highest acceptance score is observed for the proposed term   ســـفـارتی پیک   with a mean value of 
2.65. the semantic modification applied and the term gained the highest acceptance score. As it is most 
frequently used term so the users have demonstrated a good acceptance score. 

Mean Score of the Term Brinkmanship 

The rule of compounding is applied here to propose the term قـبو لیت خـطر ُہ with a mean value of 2.03 
and with an acceptance score of 593.  

Mean Score of the Term Pax Britannica 

The proposed term for Pax Britannica  بـر طـا نـو ی امـن has gained a very good acceptance score of 792 
with a mean value of 2.71. The compounding rule is applied here to propose the term 
The acceptance ratio demonstrates here the alignment of the concepts with the proposed equivalents 
which has further increased its acceptance. 

CONCLUSION 
The terminology under debate is specifically bound to one specific field of information, and it creates 
following the tenets, which manage the selection of terms, their conspicuous applications, and in 
addition their job in the elucidation and comprehension of the informative settings and effect of setting 
on their acceptance. 

The results demonstrate the fact that the Urdu language is equally equipped with the ability to 
communicate the terms of the diplomacy domain.  The existing set of rules can be used where ever 

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

         Belligerency 292 0 4         2.33

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

          Demarche' 247 0 4         1.99

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

    Diplomatic 
Bag'

292 0 4         2.65

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

            
Brinkmanship

292 0 4         2.03

Term N Minimum Maximum Mean

   Pax Britannica 292 0 4         2.71
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needed to coin/ propose the terms. Further research can be conducted on the many other domains 
where there is shortage of Urdu resources. The acceptances demonstrate the fact that the newly 
proposed terms need to be spread via social media and newspapers for the due acceptance via wide 
publicity. The development of any language depends upon its nature / ability to coin new terms. The 
Urdu language needs to be developed in order to fulfill the communicative needs in Pakistan. 
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